
 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

After analyzing this novel I conclude that the intrinsic approach can be used 

to analyze this Margaret Yorke’s novel Almost the Truth. I apply showing and 

telling method to know the characterization of some characters. The characters that 

I analyze are Hannah and Derek as her father. Then by using the concept of setting, 

especially the five function of setting, later on I know the setting of this novel. Also 

by using the concept of plot it can be known the plot of this novel from exposition 

until resolution. 

Then I also conclude that the extrinsic approach can be used to analyze this 

novel. I use concept of trauma to explain about Hannah’s trauma and I use the 

concept of frigidity to describe frigidity of Hannah, which is caused by the 

traumatic experience. The characterization, setting, and plot of this novel support 

the concepts of trauma and frigidity. The result of intrinsic approach I elaborate 

with extrinsic approach. It proves that the theme of this novel is trauma leads into 

frigidity. 

It is explained that trauma of Hannah causes frigidity. The girl who has 

traumatic experience is caused of the rape. It makes manner, emotional and 

psychology of Hannah change. The thing that getting worse is she hates her father 

who does not try to help her as the one of the rubber rapes her. She is disappointed 

with it until she cannot forgive her father. When the victim of sexual abuse feels 

her life changing, Hannah also feels it. She becomes a frigid woman against man 

who loving and caring her, it is caused of traumatic experience. Inability to achieve 

orgasm, feeling ashamed, until try to commit a suicidal attempt, those are Hannah 

feel it too. It may also happen in the real life. It just everyone has different way to 

accept that. Even though Hannah moves to other country, she admits that she has 

not to do a sexual relationship and just waiting the time. 

The moral teaching from this research is as parents we should take of care the 

children well, especially daughters. Although it must risk our lives soul, may the 

children will think if their parent is a hero who protect them anywhere, whenever, 

anytime or with anyone they are. As children especially daughter, never regret with 
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what happen in your life. Though, the worse thing happens to life. Forgiving it will 

better to take of care the relationship in family. Controlling emotion and feeling is 

better than go away and fix it with the good thing which you think if it is good, not 

only to self but also to others. Whereas, Hannah just waiting time to back to normal 

until she can accept a man if around her or want to do sexual relationship, I think it 

is fair. Woman cannot accept the real if she gets rape quickly. Then from Hannah, 

we get tough if you are in horrible condition or the bad thing switch your life soon, 

just doing something positive to make your life productive. As Hannah does who 

chose in Bird Conservation.   

According this research, this novel has potential to analyze through another 
approaches or concepts. This research can use as comparison to write better 
analysis. The potential concept is for this novel Almost the Truth which can be 
analyzed with new perspective which can use concept guilty feeling and revenge. 


